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Introduction and Ground Rules
Bruce “Tank” Tankleff, PMI-ACP, PMP

– 17th year at HP
•program manager, Personal Systems Diagnostics Strategy Team

•program management history at HP also includes software development, 
third level support, and field quality

– 29th year in the industry
– 10 years at IBM as a development lead / project manager

– All of my initial training and experience was on good ol’ Waterfall methodology

This is an honest look at what we did for HP Mobile Hardware 
Diagnostics… but please understand that some details can’t be 
shared



Meeting Objectives
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At the end of 3QFY15, HP was faced 
with a significant challenge – our 
upcoming flagship mobility product, 
the Elite x3 phablet, had just gone 
through plan commitment without 
having identified the need for field 
support (end user) diagnostics.

– Concerned teams came to the Diagnostics 
Strategy team with a challenge: how 
could this critical service and support tool 
be provided on a product and platform 
that was completely new to HP, with no 
identified budget, and on an accelerated 
schedule?

This case study will present how we 
utilized Agile to provide our Elite x3 
customers with HP Mobile Hardware 
Diagnostics

– A collaborative solution that went from 
zero to delivery in only 10 months



HP Elite x3: The One Device That’s Every Device

The world's first built for business 3-in-1 device1 that 
combines PC power and productivity with premium 
smartphone capabilities in a sleek and secure device that can 
dock when you need to work big

– Elite x3 is part of an entirely new ecosystem for HP:
• The Elite x3 itself

• The Desk Dock

• The Lap Dock

• Windows 10 Mobile

• HP Workspace (virtualized software as a service)

• …and much, much more

The Elite x3 was “born” in early 2015
– Development proceeded into 2016

Currently shipping!
– Launched at the end of July 2016

– Currently available in multiple countries (including the US)



What is Agile? 

1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

2. Working software over comprehensive documentation

3. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

4. Responding to change over following a plan
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The Core Values of Agile

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through 
early and continuous delivery of valuable software.

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in 
development.

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of 
weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the 
shorter timescale.

4. Business people and developers must work together 
daily throughout the project.

5. Build projects around motivated individuals.

6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying 
information to and within a development team is face to 
face conversation.

7. Working software is the primary measure of progress.

8. Agile processes promote sustainable development.

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good 
design enhances agility.

10. Simplicity — the art of maximizing the amount of work 
not done — is essential.

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs 
emerge from self organizing teams.

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become 
more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior 
accordingly.

The Agile Manifesto



The Product Lifecycle through Product Launch
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Concept / Planning

Design Verification

System Verification

Production Verification

Manufacturing Verification

Photo credits: AtlantaTrails.com, WikiPedia (CC license), Bruce Tankleff



The Elite x3 and Diagnostics Strategy
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The Diagnostics Strategy team 
is responsible for the 
development and release of all 
personal system diagnostics as 
well as supporting collateral

– We are normally engaged with 
the product service & support 
manager early in concept / 
planning…

– …with confirmation of diags
support documented in 
products’ POR

Elite x3 was managed a little 
differently

– Diags Strategy did not learn of 
the product until after POR

The business needed to react 
quickly!

Concept / Planning

Design Verification

System Verification

Production Verification

Manufacturing Verification

Diags 
Strategy is 
normally 

engaged here

Diags support 
decision is 
normally 

made here

Diags 
Strategy is 

learned about 
it here

Diagnostics 
Strategy 

Response

Agile Value: Customer collaboration over contract negotiation



The Initial Timeline
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“Diags?!  We don’ need no steenkeeng Diags!”
– Quick action was necessary!

Concept / Planning

Design Verification
System Verification

Production Verification
Manufacturing Verification

Photo credits: WikiPedia (Warner Brothers copyright)

We are here!



Initial Action: Diagnostics Response Team and Project
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Diagnostics Strategy quickly identified 
themselves as the owner of Field (user) 
and Service (repair) diagnostics

A quick assessment showed potential 
exposure in the area of Factory 
(manufacturing)  diagnostics

Diagnostics Strategy stepped forward 
to lead a cross-functional team to 
assess and act upon Elite x3 
Diagnostics requirements across the 
product lifecycle

– Strong ties to critical business metrics

– Foundational effort that would benefit 
later products

– No development commitment from HP

Agile Value: Individuals and interactions over processes and tools



The Updated Timeline
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“2 out of 3 ain’t bad”
– The manufacturing partner would provide Factory and Service diagnostics

– HP would have to provide Field Diagnostics

Concept / Planning

Design Verification
System Verification

Production Verification
Manufacturing Verification

Photo credits: WikiPedia (Warner Brothers copyright)

We are here!



Field Diagnostics Justification (Episode 1)
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Diagnostics Strategy worked 
quickly to determine and present 
the justification for Field 
Diagnostics!

– Competitive analysis shows that this 
was something offered for other 
products on the market

– Call data analysis showed that the 
majority of symptoms driving issue-
related calls could be screened by 
diagnostics



Field Diagnostics Justification (Episode 2)
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Using the data available, 
Diagnostics Strategy was able to 
model cost avoidance that could 
be attributable to Field 
Diagnostics

– To start, we look at the expected 
number of units that are in warranty 
each month during the product 
warranty life – also known as the 
warranty installed base

– Using a variety of inputs – program 
quality goals, similar product 
performance, past product 
experience, and subject matter 
expertise – we were able to reverse 
engineer the impact of Field 
Diagnostics on quality metrics, 
allowing a model of cost savings 
over the product warranty life

Agile Manifesto: Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer
through early and continuous delivery of valuable software. 



The Updated Timeline
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“Show me the money!”
– How much is it gonna cost?

– Who’s gonna pay for it?

Concept / Planning

Design Verification
System Verification

Production Verification
Manufacturing Verification

Photo credits: WikiPedia (Tri Star copyright)

We are here!



Field Diagnostics Justification
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As a simultaneous activity to 
developing justification, 
Diagnostics Strategy did the 
groundwork for resource and cost 
estimates

– Functional specifications were a 
restatement of existing diagnostics 
(adjusted to the new platform)

– Our development partner was able 
to return a  proposal & sizing

Agile Manifesto: Simplicity — the art of maximizing 
the amount of work not done — is essential.



Falcon Field Diagnostics: Development Model
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Methodology
– Agile (Scrum)
• Two week sprints

• daily Scrum meeting

• weekly reviews with HP

• sprint increment releases + interim 
builds (as available) for evaluation & 
verification

• utilization of Team Foundation Server

Bi-weekly status reporting
– Budget

– Risks

– Milestones review 

Agile Manifesto: The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self organizing teams.
Agile Manifesto: Build projects around motivated individuals.
Agile Manifesto: Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.



Communications Strategy
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From the beginning, 
communications was identified as 
a critical dependency for Field 
Diagnostics development

– Many people spread across multiple 
teams in multiple locations

– Team relationships didn’t just have 
to be established – they had to be 
negotiated

– Communications venues didn’t just 
have to be established – they had to 
be negotiated

When considering communications 
channels within the teams, the 
challenge was immense!

HoustonHouston Palo AltoPalo Alto San Diego San Diego Ft. CollinsFt. Collins ChinaChina

Elite x3 Core Team

Manufacturing 
Partners

Elite x3 SW R&D Team

Elite x3 3rd Party SW Preinstall Team

Elite x3 Service Ecosystem Team

Diagnostics Strategy Team

Desk Dock / Lap Dock Core Team

Elite x3 Functional Teams Related to Field Diagnostics
Geographical Breakdown Structure

Diags 
Developers
(outsource)

Diags Strategy
Program Mgmt

(HP)

Diags Verificatn 
& Release

(HP)

Elite x3 Product 
Core Team

(HP)

Elite x3 SW
R&D Team

(HP)

Elite x3 3rd Party
Preinstall Team

(HP)

Outsource
Manufacturing 

Partners

Elite x3 Service
Ecosystem Team

(HP)

Desk / Lap Dock
Core Team

(HP)

TEAM RELATIONSHIPS:

Direct

Extended

Diags 
Strategy

Mobility 
Quality

PeSM Team

Core Teams

Core Team 
Meetings

Core Team 
Meetings

Core Team 
Meetings

Service Strategy 
Meetings

Falcon SW 
R&D
Team

3rd Party 
Preinstall 

Team

SW Preinstall 
Meetings

Software / Mfr
Meetings

TEAM RELATIONSHIPS:

Direct

Extended

𝒏𝒏(𝒏𝒏 − 𝟏𝟏)
𝟐𝟐

Agile Manifesto: The most efficient and effective method of conveying
information to and within a development team is face to face conversation.



Field Diagnostics Justification (Episode 3)
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Diagnostics Strategy looked at the 
initial proposal, adjusted scope 
and negotiated a better price

– The price was slightly above our 
projected cost savings

Diagnostics Strategy adjusted our 
message slightly to emphasize 
that this was a one-time cost

– Additional focus on qualitative 
benefits
• Improved customer satisfaction

• Improved Net Promoter Score (NPS)

Agile Manifesto: Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer
through early and continuous delivery of valuable software. 



The Updated Timeline
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“I love it when a plan comes together!”
– Funding approved

– Purchase Requisition going through procurement

– Now on to planning!

Concept / Planning

Design Verification
System Verification

Production Verification
Manufacturing Verification

Photo credits: Amazon (Universal Home Entertainment copyright)

We are here!



The Updated Timeline
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Development would start with 
an initial investigation and 
prototyping phase (Sprint 0)

– Incremental sprints (Sprint 1…n) 
would continue through product 
Code Freeze

Concept / Planning

Design Verification
System Verification

Production Verification
Manufacturing Verification

Photo credits: Amazon (Universal Home Entertainment copyright)

Agile Manifesto: Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through 
early and continuous delivery of valuable software.
Agile Manifesto: Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of 
weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.
Agile Manifesto: Continuous attention to technical excellence and good 
design enhances agility.



The Benefits of Early and Frequent Releases
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Our initial ask: “Please provide us with 
your User Interface / User Experience 
standards.”

– Initial response:

We proceeded with our initial release…

– Rudimentary UI

– Limited UX

…and all of a sudden, we had lots of 
input!

Agile Value: Working software over 
comprehensive documentation.
Agile Manifesto: Working software 
is the primary measure of progress.

Photo credits: Wikipedia (Creative Commons license)



We are here!

Manufacturing Verification

Design Verification

Production Verification

Concept / Planning

System Ver.

The Updated Timeline
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“Houston, we’ve had a problem.”
– SCOPE CHANGE

• No change in end date – schedule recovery entirely in System Verification

– Diags Strategy’s immediate response: Extend Sprint 0, then lose a Sprint!

Concept / Planning

Photo credits: Amazon (Universal Home Entertainment copyright)

Agile Value: Responding to change over following a plan
Agile Manifesto: Welcome changing requirements, even late in development.



Overall Project Risk: 4.8 (active risks)

Prob Impact Risk Type
Rank Risk ID Description 1=low –  7=High 1=low –  7=High Score (Neg / Pos) Realized? Active? Owner Mitigation Strategy

1 3
Insufficient development / test 
IURs

5 7 35 Neg Y Y
Core Team /
Diags Strategy

Ensure minimum qualities for diags are met
Utilize emulators where possible
Descope diags features / development as necessary
Mitigate with Lumia if required

2 8 Elite x3 PV build schedule slips 7 4 28 Neg Y Y Diags Strategy
Compress test schedule by testing on SI hardware
Investigate additional time for deliverable development

2 12 Elite x3 MV Build Schedule Slips 7 4 28 Neg Y Y
Core Team /
Diags Strategy

Compress test schedule by testing on PV hardware

2 17 Microsoft Store submission issues 7 4 28 Neg Y Y R&D Escalate to R&D

3 7
Partner software image schedule 
slips

4 5 20 Neg Y Y Core Team /
Ensure that schedule slips provide enough time for SW 
development and verification
Descope diags features / development as necessary

4 13 Elite x3 Code Freeze Slips 7 2 14 Pos Y Y Diags Strategy
Schedule early release of 1.0
Investigate additional time for collateral development

5 14 Elite x3 Code Image RTM Slips 7 1 7 Pos Y Y Diags Strategy Investigate additional time for collateral development

n/a 4
Elite x3 SI build schedule slips

7 6 n/a Neg Y N
Core Team /
Diags Strategy

Ensure that schedule slips provide enough time for SW 
development and verification
Descope diags features / development as necessary

n/a 11 Insuffucient time for threat analysis 4 6 n/a Neg N N Sogeti
Assess regularly
Identify mitigation strategy
ACTION: offline discussion with HP

n/a 5
Insufficient quality / functionality 
of Partner code

3 4 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy
Identify short-term workaround (if possible)
Descope diags features / development as necessary

n/a 10 UI Guideline Availability 3 2 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy
ACTION: Bruce to follow up with HPSA team to get a copy of 
HPSA+Diags for Android

n/a 2 Development staffing 1 5 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy
Work with dev partner to onboard new resource ASAP
Identify specific mitigation strategies for key positions

n/a 9 Elite x3 FCS slips 2 2 n/a Pos N N Diags Strategy Investigate additional time for collateral development

n/a 1 Insufficient funding 1 2 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy
Working with Mobility to finalize source of funding
(primary funding secured - aditional impact would only be 
decremntal / incremental)

n/a 6 Insufficient verification resource 1 2 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy Closely manage test resource

n/a 15
Lack of system / OS information 
from R&D

7 5 n/a Neg Y N
Core Team /
Diags Strategy

Escalate as needed
Descope as needed

n/a 16
Translation requirements and 
source

2 5 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy Identify alternate source of translations

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS 1.0 RISK REGISTER

Risk Management
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Diagnostics Strategy 
AGGRESSIVELY managed risk!

– The Risk Register was created early 
and revisited regularly

– A lot of the “What If” questions had 
already been discussed

As negative risks were realized… 
we could mitigate them quickly

Elite x3 SI build schedule slips

Photo credits: © 2010 Doug Savage (SavageChickens.com)



Manufacturing Verification

The Updated Timeline
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“Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things.”
– SCHEDULE SLIP

• End date moves out!

– Diags Strategy’s immediate response: regain the lost Sprint, and add more Sprints

Concept / Planning

Design Verification

Production Verification

Photo credits: Amazon (Columbia Pictures / Castle Rock Entertainment copyright)

We are here!

Concept / Planning

System Ver.



Overall Project Risk: 4.8 (active risks)

Prob Impact Risk Type
Rank Risk ID Description 1=low –  7=High 1=low –  7=High Score (Neg / Pos) Realized? Active? Owner Mitigation Strategy

1 3
Insufficient development / test 
IURs

5 7 35 Neg Y Y
Core Team /
Diags Strategy

Ensure minimum qualities for diags are met
Utilize emulators where possible
Descope diags features / development as necessary
Mitigate with Lumia if required

2 8
Elite x3 PV build schedule slips

7 4 28 Neg Y Y Diags Strategy
Compress test schedule by testing on SI hardware
Investigate additional time for deliverable development

2 12
Elite x3 MV Build Schedule Slips

7 4 28 Neg Y Y
Core Team /
Diags Strategy

Compress test schedule by testing on PV hardware

2 17 Microsoft Store submission issues 7 4 28 Neg Y Y R&D Escalate to R&D

3 7
Partner software image schedule slip

4 5 20 Neg Y Y Core Team /
Ensure that schedule slips provide enough time for SW 
development and verification
Descope diags features / development as necessary

4 13
Elite x3 Code Freeze Slips

7 2 14 Pos Y Y Diags Strategy
Schedule early release of 1.0
Investigate additional time for collateral development

5 14 Elite x3 Code Image RTM Slips 7 1 7 Pos Y Y Diags Strategy Investigate additional time for collateral development

n/a 4
Elite x3 SI build schedule slips

7 6 n/a Neg Y N
Core Team /
Diags Strategy

Ensure that schedule slips provide enough time for SW 
development and verification
Descope diags features / development as necessary

n/a 11 Insuffucient time for threat analysis 4 6 n/a Neg N N Sogeti
Assess regularly
Identify mitigation strategy
ACTION: offline discussion with HP

n/a 5
Insufficient quality / functionality 
of Partner code

3 4 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy
Identify short-term workaround (if possible)
Descope diags features / development as necessary

n/a 10 UI Guideline Availability 3 2 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy
ACTION: Bruce to follow up with HPSA team to get a copy of 
HPSA+Diags for Android

n/a 2 Development staffing 1 5 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy
Work with dev partner to onboard new resource ASAP
Identify specific mitigation strategies for key positions

n/a 9 Elite x3 FCS slips 2 2 n/a Pos N N Diags Strategy Investigate additional time for collateral development

n/a 1 Insufficient funding 1 2 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy
Working with Mobility to finalize source of funding
(primary funding secured - aditional impact would only be 
decremntal / incremental)

n/a 6 Insufficient verification resource 1 2 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy Closely manage test resource

n/a 15
Lack of system / OS information 
from R&D

7 5 n/a Neg Y N
Core Team /
Diags Strategy

Escalate as needed
Descope as needed

n/a 16
Translation requirements and 
source

2 5 n/a Neg N N Diags Strategy Identify alternate source of translations

FIELD DIAGNOSTICS 1.0 RISK REGISTER

Risk Management
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Diagnostics Strategy identified 
both negative and POSITIVE risks

As positive risks were realized… 
we could exploit them quickly

Elite x3 Code Freeze Slips
Elite x3 Code Image RTM Slips

Agile Value: Responding to change over following a plan
Agile Manifesto: Welcome changing requirements, even late in development.



Manufacturing Verification

The Final Timeline
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“I'm just glad to be here, happy to be alive (at the end of the line)…”
– Code complete!

Concept / Planning

Design Verification

Production Verification

Photo credits: Wikipedia (Willbury Records copyright)

We made it!

Concept / Planning

System Ver.



Program Recap

What did we do well?

We went from 0 to deliverable in 10 months!

– Released early

– Released under budget

– Released with quality: only three quality “observations” and one 
enhancement request for the released product

We provided a framework for future products and their 
development efforts

We went from “We don’ need no steenkeeng Diags!” to 
“Could your team possibly help us with some other work?”

Gained valuable experience in Agile

What could we have done better?

We should have started with a face-to-face meeting.

Diagnostics Strategy worked well with the developers on a 
daily basis, but interaction with other business reps could 
have been better.

The limited time for delivering a solution took a toll on the 
team.

We did not fully utilize the retrospective process.
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Agile Value: Business people and developers must work together daily 
throughout the project.

Agile Value: Agile processes promote sustainable development.

Agile Value: At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become 
more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.

The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to 
and within a development team is face to face conversation.



Agile Assessment 

1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

2. Working software over comprehensive documentation
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The Core Values of Agile

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through 
early and continuous delivery of valuable software.

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in 
development.

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of 
weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the 
shorter timescale.

4. Business people and developers must work together 
daily throughout the project.

5. Build projects around motivated individuals.

6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying 
information to and within a development team is face to 
face conversation.

7. Working software is the primary measure of progress.

8. Agile processes promote sustainable development.

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good 
design enhances agility.

10. Simplicity — the art of maximizing the amount of work 
not done — is essential.

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs 
emerge from self organizing teams.

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become 
more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior 
accordingly.

The Agile Manifesto

3. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

4. Responding to change over following a plan



For More Information

HP Mobile Hardware Diagnostics: An Exercise in Agile

• The HP Elite x3

– http://store.hp.com/us/en/ContentView?storeId=10151&catalogId=10051&langId=-1&eSpotName=Elite-x3

DISCLAIMER:

This has been a review of how the presenter has been able to apply the concepts, guidelines, and tools of Agile Development in the deliver of HP Mobile Hardware Diagnostics.   The presenter’s views and 
opinions are his own, and do not necessarily reflect those of HP Inc.

The Elite x3® is a trademark of HP Inc.  Windows 10 Mobile is a copyright of Microsoft.  The IBM Logo, Redbook, and the Redbook artwork are trademarks and/or copyrighted by IBM.  License and/or 
copyright information for other artwork in the presentation is displayed in the slides as needed.

http://store.hp.com/us/en/ContentView?storeId=10151&catalogId=10051&langId=-1&eSpotName=Elite-x3
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